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BACKGROUND

 A preliminary numerical investigation into whether the 
performance of standard and Midply wood shear walls can be 
improved by incorporating slotted-bolt, slip-friction hold-down 
connectors was carried out.

Varoglu, Karacabeyli et al., 2006



Background continued
 Currently wood shear walls, under 

earthquake loading, dissipate energy by 
inelastic deformation of the framing to 
sheathing nail connections – however post-
EQ residual damage is permanent – or at 
least difficult and expensive to repair.

 By replacing traditional hold-down connectors 
with slip-friction connectors it is hoped that 
inelastic behaviour can be confined to the 
connectors, with the overall wall system 
suffering negligible post-earthquake damage.

 Precast concrete walls with slip-friction 
connectors (see right) have been tested in 
North America and have been found to 
perform well.

Bora, Oliva et al., 2007



Standard walls
 Structural sheathing nailed to outside 

of wood framing.

 Nails work in single shear

Midply walls
 Structural sheathing between two layers of framing

 Nails work in double shear

Varoglu, Karacabeyli et al., 2006



NUMERICAL MODEL –material properties

Timber framing

 Elastic elements – no nonlinearities assumed,

 89 x 38mm

 E = 10GPa

Structural sheathing

 Elastic shell element – no nonlinearities assumed

 Thicknesses - 9.5, 10.5 or 12.7mm

 E=10.5GPa, G=525MPa



NUMERICAL MODEL
Numerical models of standard and Midply walls were developed based 

upon wall configurations tested by Varoglu and Karacabeyli (2006)

 Unit wall size for both standard and Midply: 2.44 m x 2.44 

 Stud spacings: 406 mm or 610 mm 

 Sheathing: 2 x vertically aligned panels 2.44 x 1.22m high. 12mm gap 
between panels at mid-length of wall

 Standard – one layer structural sheathing outside of frame

 Midply wall – structural sheathing between two framing layers. 



NUMERICAL MODEL – modeling the NAILS

 Nails modeled with PLASTIC 
MULTILINEAR LINK ELEMENTS

 Nails Load-slip relationships 
obtained from experimental data 
for monotonic, and cyclic load 
tests by Ekiert and Hong, 2006

 Load slip relationship defined for 
two mutually orthogonal 
directions



NUMERICAL MODEL - monotonic loading

Monotonic test
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Numerical model: Cyclic loading – Midply wall



Slotted-bolt slip-friction connectors

Slip friction connector for precast wall (Bora, Oliva et al., 2007)

Similar concept has been used in steel frames–Sliding Hinge Joint by      
Clifton, Butterworth

Concept has been successfully applied to pre-cast, pre-stressed   
concrete wall panels  by Bora, Oliva et al.



Slotted-bolt slip-friction connectors as wall 
hold-downs

Precast shear wall with slotted bolt connectors (Bora, Oliva et al., 2007)



Modeling Slotted-bolt slip-friction connectors

Behaviour modelled in SAP2000 using Multi-linear Plastic 
Nonlinear link combined in parallel with a Gap element. 

Gap element (with zero initial gap), left,  and multi-linear plastic link, right.



Time history analyses- walls with slip-friction 
connectors  

Two storey Midply wall with slip friction connectors in SAP2000



Two storey high shear walls tested

Two earthquake events used
- Landers event scaled to 0.54g PGA (actual 0.284g PGA)
-Kobe event scaled to 0.67g PGA (actual 0.83g PGA)

 Mass of 2550kg assigned to first story level and roof level. 

 Unrestricted slip amplitudes (unlimited slot lengths)

Time history analyses- walls with slip-friction 
connectors  



Time history analyses - Base shear vs slip 
threshold

Base shear increases linearly with increasing slip threshold



Time history analyses- Peak displacement 
(at top of wall) vs slip threshold

Peak displacements show a general downwards trend with 
increasing slip threshold



Time history analyses- Effect of imposed 
loading on residual displacements

Residual displacements are significantly reduced with the 
application of a vertical imposed load of 3kN on the wall 



Time history analyses- End chord tension 
force vs slip threshold

Residual displacements are significantly reduced with the 
application of a low vertical imposed load (3kN) on the wall 



Time history analyses- Elastoplastic 
behaviour of slip-friction connector

Slip friction connector: Force vs slip
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Slip friction connector displays ideal elasto-plastic behaviour



Displacement time histories – effect of 
incorporating slip-friction connectors

Walls with slip friction connectors (right) produce a relatively controlled 
motion, with fewer fluctuations than wall with standard connectors (left).



Time history analyses- Effect of slip-friction 
connectors on hysteretic behaviour of walls

Incorporating slip friction connectors limits the lateral load on the wall 
and significantly improves the energy dissipation capacity of the system



CONCLUSION
Preliminary results suggest that under earthquake loading, walls with slip-
friction connectors offer the following advantages over walls with 
traditional connectors:

 Improved control of and protection against high material stresses 
developing in the wood framing and sheathing. 

 More efficient dissipation of seismic energy.

 Tendency to re-centre when placed under moderate vertical loading.

 Post-earthquake residual damage is expected to be limited because 
seismic energy is mainly dissipated at the slip friction connectors –
not by inelastic deformation of the sheathing to framing nail 
connections.
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